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The primary productivity of adjacent terrestrial and marine ecosystems can display

synchronous responses to climate variability. Previous work has shown that this behavior

emerges along the California coast where internal modes of climate variability, such as

El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), alter jet

stream dynamics that influence marine ecosystems through changes in upwelling and

terrestrial ecosystems through changes in precipitation. This study assesses whether

marine-terrestrial synchrony is a widespread phenomenon across the North Pacific by

utilizing satellite-derived Solar-Induced Fluorescence (SIF) and chlorophyll-α as proxies

for land and sea productivity, respectively. The results show that terrestrial and marine

ecosystems are consistently synchronized across 1000’s of kms of the North Pacific

coastline. This synchrony emerges because both marine and terrestrial ecosystems

respond to climate modes with a similar north-south dipole pattern that is mirrored across

the coastal interface. The strength of synchrony is modulated by the relative states of

the PDO and ENSO because the terrestrial north-south dipole is strongly controlled

by the PDO while the marine pattern follows ENSO. The consequence is marine and

terrestrial productivity anomalies that are opposite one another along adjacent regions of

the coastline. If ENSO and the PDO have shared low-frequency variance, then synchrony

would be the dominant state despite local topographic and trophic diversity along

the coastlines. This result suggests that climate proxy stacks that include biologically

sensitive marine and terrestrial proxies would have a selective sensitivity to modes such

as PDO that drive synchrony. Lastly, the coupling of land and sea productivity may have

the effect of generating amplified regional responses of the carbon budget to climate

variability by simultaneously enhancing the terrestrial and marine carbon sinks.

Keywords: climate, ecohydrology, carbon cycle, remote sensing, fluorescence

1. INTRODUCTION

Climate variability drives synchronous responses in ecosystems over large spatial domains. This
effect has been well-illustrated through the tree ring network from the western US that shows
spatially coherent interannual and decadal variations in tree growth (Cook et al., 2007; Fang
et al., 2018). The ecological response to climate variability may also “straddle” both terrestrial
and aquatic systems and generate synchronous responses across the coastal interface. This
is, in fact, an assumption embedded in multi-proxy climate reconstructions that incorporate
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biologically-sensitive proxies from land, lake and marine systems
(e.g., Abram et al., 2016). It is difficult to assess the strength
and/or persistence of the terrestrial-aquatic synchrony because
records such as tree rings or sediment cores are not continuous
across the land-sea interface and because both age uncertainty
and/or differences in the timescale of proxy response functions
may obscure the presence or absence of coupled behavior. An
explicit assessment of this phenomenon was done by Guyette
and Rabeni (1995), who found significant correlation between
the annual growth rings of trees and stream fish in the Ozark
region of the US. The species share a common response to
summer rainfall, which affected water availability for the trees
and nutrient availability for the fish. Ong et al. (2016) extended
this type of analysis to the regional scale by analyzing the
common responses of corals, trees and fish across NW Australia
using overlapping growth chronologies from this collection of
both marine and terrestrial taxa. The authors found a common
response of all species to El Niño (ENSO) through its effect on
regional rainfall and SSTs. In another example from this region,
Ruthrof et al. (2018) found that in response to a significant
2011 heat wave in western Australia, there was ecological
collapse that straddled the coastal land and sea ecosystems
leading to both widespread tree morality and coral bleaching.
As illustrated by these studies in western Australia, the increase
in the frequency of heat waves and potential for increased
variance in ENSO with global warming has the capacity to
drive greater degrees of synchrony (Rosenzweig et al., 2008;
Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno, 2010).

The North Pacific serves as an interesting domain to consider
the mechanisms and pervasiveness of aquatic and terrestrial
synchrony. It is a region that experiences high amplitude
climate variability at a variety of timescales associated with
ENSO, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the Arctic
Oscillation (AO) (Cayan et al., 1999; Smith and Sardeshmukh,
2000; Mantua and Hare, 2002; Newman et al., 2003; Wise,
2016), all of which have documented effects on both marine
(Karl et al., 1995; Mantua et al., 1997; Fisher et al., 2015;
Lindegren et al., 2018) and terrestrial ecosystems (Biondi et al.,
2001; Trouet and Taylor, 2010; McCabe et al., 2012). Black
et al. (2014) and Black et al. (2018) undertook a series of
studies that focused on common responses between the terrestrial
ecosystems in California and the marine systems in the adjacent
coastal upwelling zone. Marine primary productivity along the
coast is strongly tied to wind-driven upwelling (Jacox et al.,
2015; García-Reyes et al., 2018), which is affected by the
wintertime high pressure patterns in the North Pacific. It is
these same pressure patterns that influence winter precipitation
and growing season soil moisture, which limit terrestrial
primary productivity and tree growth. Consequently, coherence
between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems arises through the
ubiquitous effects of these atmospheric circulation patterns
on regional climate (e.g., rainfall, snowpack, wind fields and
temperature). By utilizing a combination of blue oak tree ring
chronologies, otolith growth-increment chronologies, records of
sea-bird egg laying dates and breeding success, the studies by
Black et al. were able to identify synchronous behavior tied
to a common wintertime atmospheric blocking pattern (Wise,

2016). As in the case of northwestern Australia (Ong et al.,
2016), the periods of strongest synchrony were correlated with
large ENSO events.

The aforementioned work on this topic has primarily
considered synchrony in terms of coincident changes in
individual aquatic and terrestrial species (e.g., blue oak or rock
fish). The results have thus emphasized this phenomenon in
terms of its ecological impacts, namely that changes in breeding
success or mortality events could produce cascading trophic
changes (Black et al., 2018). The work presented here builds from
the concepts of these previous studies but seeks to assess the
generality of terrestrial-marine synchrony by utilizing satellite-
derived indicators of primary productivity or changes in biomass.
Through the use of satellite indices, the analysis is able to
consider the spatial extent of synchrony over an area of 1000’s
of km and test whether synchrony manifests at the scale of
grid-averaged primary productivity as opposed to the response
of individual species. The work is intended to expand upon
the known ecological implications of terrestrial and aquatic
synchrony by considering whether coherence between terrestrial
and aquatic productivity might also influence interannual or
decadal variability in the global carbon budget (Le Quéré
et al., 2012). The motivation for this analysis is that there
is significant interannual and decadal variability in the global
carbon budget associated with climatic-driven variations in
the terrestrial (Poulter et al., 2014; Ahlström et al., 2015)
and oceanic (Eddebbar et al., 2017) carbon sinks, which can
influence the rate that CO2 accumulates in the atmosphere
in spite of the dominant trend associated with anthropogenic
emissions (Ballantyne et al., 2012). Understanding the temporal
variability of these surface carbon sink terms is critical for
the development of robust carbon cycle models (Landschuetzer
et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016). If terrestrial and aquatic carbon
cycles are tightly coupled, this could exacerbate the effects of
climate modes on variability of the global carbon budget. On the
other hand, if productivity between land and sea is decoupled
or asynchronous, it could have the effect of buffering the role
of ocean-atmosphere climate modes (such as ENSO) on the
carbon budget.

Besides potential impacts of land-ocean coupling on the
global carbon budget, synchrony is also a critical aspect of
the climate signal stored in multi-proxy climate reconstructions
that incorporate biotic proxies from terrestrial, lacustrine and
marine systems (e.g., Ahmed et al., 2013). If certain modes
of climate variability have synchronous effects across the
aquatic and terrestrial interface, then these modes would be
strongly represented in the proxy record. For example, the
aforementioned study by Guyette and Rabeni (1995) from the
Ozarks showed that summer rainfall influenced both fish and
tree growth whereas the trees were influenced by summer
temperatures and the fish by winter temperatures. From this
example, it is possible to envision how a simple proxy stack
using these two records would accentuate the rainfall signal
while losing the specific information on temperature seasonality
within the individual records. Aspects of this problem have
been discussed in the context of comparisons between lake
and tree ring records by Steinman et al. (2014) who noted
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discrepancies between these proxies may be the result of the tree
rings’ sensitivity to summer moisture and the lakes’ sensitivity
to winter moisture. There has already been significant work on
the issue of proxy seasonality and how it can be addressed within
multi-proxy syntheses (e.g., Abram et al., 2016) and the analyses
presented here takes a general look at this issue by quantifying
the response of regional land and marine productivity to North
Pacific climate modes.

The study utilizes three types of analyses applied to satellite
retrievals of solar-induced fluorescence and chlorophyll-α to
illustrate synchrony between marine and terrestrial ecosystems
in the North Pacific. In the first part of the paper, an EOF analysis
is applied to both the terrestrial, marine and a joint terrestrial
and marine matrix to identify the dominant spatiotemporal
modes of variability and their respective drivers (i.e., section
Spatio-Temporal Patterns of Productivity and Figures 1, 3–6).
In the second part of the paper, specific years are discussed
(2015, 2012 and 2009), which highlight the signature and
potential climate mechanisms that drive synchronous behavior
(i.e., Section Case Studies of 2009, 2012, and 2015 and Figures 6,
7) and the paper concludes with a regression analysis between
adjacent coastal and marine indices of productivity to specifically
assess the spatial signature of terrestrial-aquatic synchrony
(Section Spatial Analysis of Synchrony from Regression Analysis
and Figure 8).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Spatial Domain
This study focuses on a domain bounded between 30◦ and 65◦N
latitude and −180◦ to –110 ◦W longitude. This area was chosen
to encompass the eastern half of the North Pacific Basin and
western North America. As opposed to previous work done in
this region and elsewhere (Guyette and Rabeni, 1995; Black et al.,
2014; Ruthrof et al., 2018), the intent was to select a large region
associated with diverse marine and terrestrial ecoregions to assess
the maximum scale at which synchronous behavior might be
expected. The northern boundary of the domain was defined by
the interface between the Pacific and Arctic oceans. While the
western boundary is somewhat arbitrary, the vast majority of the
chlorophyll variance occurs along the coastal margin and thus
the results were not sensitive to the western boundary choice
(Messié and Chavez, 2011). The terrestrial domain includes xeric
regions in the southwestern US, hydric sites along the coastal
ranges and arctic sites in Alaska. The consequence of including
such a large terrestrial domain is that a single dominant limiting
factor for productivity such as summer rainfall or radiation
was not present.

2.2. Satellite and Reanalysis Datasets
2.2.1. Solar-Induced Fluorescence
Solar-Induced Fluorescence (SIF) is emitted as a byproduct of
photosynthesis with two predominant peaks centered near 685
and 740 nm. A number of satellite platforms are now capable
of retrieving SIF and this study uses data from the Global
Ozone Monitoring Experiment 2 (GOME-2), which is flown on
the MetOp-A satellite (Joiner et al., 2013). The native spatial

resolution of the data was 40 × 80 km until 2013 when the
resolution was improved to 40 × 40 km. The SIF retrievals
used in this study are from the 734 to 758 nm window (i.e.,
the 740 nm peak). In this study, the Version 27 Level 3 data
is used, which is a gridded product (0.5◦ × 0.5◦ grid) that
has undergone some cloud filtering and bias correction (Joiner
et al., 2014). We use data that covers January 2007 to December
2017, yielding 11 complete annual cycles. Further details of
this dataset and how it was processed can be found in the
following publications: Yang et al. (2015) and Joiner et al. (2013,
2014). This satellite product has already been applied toward
analysis of spatial and temporal variability in terrestrial primary
productivity in the western US forests (Berkelhammer et al.,
2017), northern high latitude tundra (Luus et al., 2017) and high-
latitude boreal forests (Jeong et al., 2017) and is therefore suitable
for analysis of productivity within the domain of this study. No
additional corrections or changes in projection/resolution were
done to the data which is available from the Goddard Aura
Validation Center (https://avdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/data/satellite/
MetOp/GOME_F/). We note that as opposed to other satellite
indices of vegetation (such as NDVI), SIF is a retrieval of a rate-
process (fluorescence emission) and is therefore a more direct
proxy for primary productivity.

2.2.2. Chlorophyll-α
The analysis of marine productivity was undertaken using
satellite retrievals of ocean chlorophyll from the MODerate-
resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), which flies on
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Earth Observing System (EOS). Data from the Aqua platform
were used that has an early afternoon overpass. MODIS retrieves
bandwidths from the following 7 channels: 620–670 (red), 841–
876 (near infrared 1), 459–479 (blue), 545–565 (green), 1,230–
1,250 (near infrared 2), 1,628–1,652 (short-wave infrared 1) and
2,105–2,155 nm (short-wave infrared 2). Surface chlorophyll-
α concentrations in the units of mg m−3 are derived from
an algorithm utilizing the green, blue and red bands that has
been optimized through comparison with direct observations
of chlorophyll (Hu et al., 2012). The analysis presented here
is based on the Level 3 monthly product that is gridded onto
a 4 km global grid over the period 2003–2017. This product
and its predecessors have a long legacy for studies on analysis
and modeling of marine ecosystem productivity. The satellite
chlorophyll retrievals provide a robust proxy for phytoplankton
biomass (e.g., Dore et al., 2008), which, in turn, has made them
useful as inputs to models for marine primary productivity (Platt
et al., 1991; Behrenfeld et al., 2006). We note that, unlike SIF,
the chlorophyll data is an indicator of biomass concentration
as opposed to primary productivity, which is a flux. Because of
differences in photoefficiency, the chlorophyll retrievals cannot
be taken as a linear and quantitative indicator of primary
productivity. Nonetheless, we treat chlorophyll as a proxy for
primary productivity (and refer to it as “marine productivity”
hereafter), which is an assumption that is not always valid and
one that limits the direct applicability of these results toward
understanding the spatial structure of marine productivity and
its influence on the strength of the carbon sink.
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FIGURE 1 | Diagram showing workflow of analyses and the respective figures produced through these analyses.

2.2.3. Supporting Climate Data
For analysis of climate conditions during specific years, data
from NASA’s modern-era retrospective analysis for research
and applications (MERRA) was used (Rienecker et al., 2011).
This is a reanalysis product that assimilates meteorological data
and satellite retrievals to yield a global gridded estimate of
the climate state on a global 0.5◦ latitude × 0.66◦ longitude
grid. Comparisons of this reanalysis product and others (e.g.,
NCEP and ERA Interim) can be found in Rienecker et al.
(2011). For this study, we utilize monthly resolved sea level
pressure (Pa), 10 m U and V wind speeds (m s−1) and 2 m
surface temperatures (K). In addition to the Reanalysis data, the
spatiotemporal patterns in productivity were compared against
the following climate modes: the Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO) (Mantua et al., 1997; Mantua and Hare, 2002), ENSO
(specifically, the Oceanic Niño Index index) (Ropelewski and
Halpert, 1986; Cayan et al., 1999; McCabe et al., 2004) and
the Pacific North American pattern (PNA) (Trouet and Taylor,
2010). While this is not an exhaustive list of climate modes,
these were the modes that produced the strongest correlation
with the leading principal components of the different satellite
products. Monthly timeseries for each of these datasets were
accessed from National Ocean and Atmospheric Administration
and all data were reported in normalized units. It is important
to note that for PDO and ENSO, the strongest expression of
the modes appears during the winter months. However, we
found the strongest correlation between the climate modes
and the satellite ecosystem indicators to emerge using the
annual averages of the climate modes. We thus report and
discuss the climate modes in terms of their annual averages,
which has the effect of buffering their interannual variability
by occasionally averaging periods that may include transitions
from positive to negative states. There are multiple reasons
why the correlations with productivity are stronger using the
annual averages including that peak productivity occurs during

spring and summer but may inherent legacy of the previous

winter’s conditions. In other words, spring wind fields might
influence real time upwelling whereas wintertime anomalies in

tropical Pacific SST might influence higher latitude thermocline

conditions months later. Thus, there is ecological sensitivity to
conditions over a longer seasonal window. While future work
could benefit from exploring seasonal dynamics in the drivers of
synchrony, for simplicity we hereafter discuss variability based on
annual averaging.

2.3. Empirical Orthogonal Function
Analysis
An Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis was
performed on monthly SIF and chlorophyll data from the
domain bounded by 30◦ and 65◦N latitude and –180◦ to –110
◦W longitude. Both data were treated by subtracting the monthly
climatological value at each grid cell to generate timeseries of
monthly anomalies for each grid cell (Björnsson and Venegas,
1997) (Figure 1). For the individual analysis of the SIF and
chlorophyll data, the data were not normalized by variance,
which resulted in highly productive coastal regions having a
larger weight on the analysis (Messié and Chavez, 2011). In
order to generate a composite SIF/chlorophyll map, each of
these datasets were normalized (as a spatial z-score) to produce
a continuous land-sea productivity map. EOFs were then
computed for the region, yielding a spatial pattern (i.e., an EOF)
and a principal component (PC) time series that captured the
temporal variability of each EOFmode.We consider only the first
two EOFs for each analysis, which in all cases explained >50%
of the variance. A calendar-year average for each of the PCs was
then computed for comparison with the climate mode data. We
note that the direction of the loading patterns is arbitrary, which
becomes important when comparing the patterns that emerge
from the individual EOF analyses (Figures 3, 4) with the joint
EOF analysis (Figure 5).

2.4. Terrestrial-Aquatic Regression
Analysis
To consider the spatial signature of terrestrial-aquatic synchrony,
a linear regression analysis was performed between adjacent
chlorophyll and SIF timeseries along each 0.5◦ region of the
coastline. This was done by selecting all chlorophyll and SIF grid
cells within 300 km of each coastal grid cell and computing an
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interannual average timeseries for the land and sea (Figure 1).
The choice of 300 km is arbitrary but the analysis was largely
insensitive to thresholds ranging from 200 to 500 km. The
respective 300 km averaged land and sea timeseries were
regressed against one another and a Pearson’s correlation
coefficient calculated. Synchrony was defined by coastal grid cells
where the correlation coefficient was positive and the p < 0.1.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Regional Patterns of Productivity and
Seasonality
To provide context for the subsequent analyses, the regional
patterns of chlorophyll and SIF seasonality and amplitude were
assessed over the entire domain (Figure 2). Figure 2A shows the
presence of high chlorophyll concentrations across the coastal
regions and throughout the Arctic. At this scale, the complex
pattern in the timing of peak productivity can be clearly observed
(Figure 2B). The boundary between the southern and northern
part of the Northeastern Pacific Basin is delineated by the North
Pacific Current and observable by differences in chlorophyll
seasonality such that the southern region has a peak in January
and the northern region has a peak in September (Hurlburt et al.,
1996). This current partially isolates the northern part of the
basin affected by the Alaska and Kamchatka Currents (Figure 2).
The chlorophyll peak in the intermediate zone between the north
and south parts of the basin is poorly defined and is quite
dynamic between years. The coastal regions of Alaska and the
Pacific Northwest display a consistent chlorophyll maximum in
May (Di Lorenzo et al., 2008; García-Reyes et al., 2018) while
the timing of peak chlorophyll for the southern coastal regions
are not spatially coherent. In terms of terrestrial productivity,
SIF is maximum along the coastal mountains of the west coast
of the US and across a region of high productivity in the
plains of Canada that is an extension of the highly productive
agricultural regions of the midwestern US (Hilton et al., 2017).
Unlike chlorophyll, the terrestrial ecosystems are dominated by a
wide homogenous region where peak productivity occurs in June
and July. The exceptions can be found in the domain influenced
by the North American Monsoon, that experiences its peak in
productivity in August, and in parts of the Basin and Range
region where peak productivity occurs inMarch (St. George et al.,
2010; McCabe et al., 2012). These results are summarized by the
histogram shown in Figure 2C, which illustrates the narrow and
distinct distributions between the timing of peak productivity for
terrestrial and coastal marine systems. In the North Pacific, the
offset between the peak in terrestrial (July) and coastal marine
(May) productivity is, on average, 2 months.

3.2. Spatio-Temporal Patterns of
Productivity
The EOF analysis of SIF identifies two dominant modes
of variability that explain 34% and 24% of the variance
(Figures 3A,C). The first of these modes is characterized by
a strong dipole with a negative loading that runs along most
of the west coast of the US and positive loadings along the

coast of British Columbia and southern Alaska. The dipole is
centered around a latitude of ∼50◦ N. The PC of this EOF
shows limited interannual variability and is highly correlated
(r = 0.90) with annually-averaged PDO (Figure 3B). The effect
of the PDO in generating a north-south dipole in tree ring
widths in the western US has been identified elsewhere (e.g.,
MacDonald and Case, 2005) and the analysis presented here
provides a spatially continuous depiction of this pattern of
variability. The second EOF is also characterized by a north-
south dipole with an opposite sign that has a positive loading
isolated in California and into Baja and a negative loading that is
diffuse across latitudes north of ∼40◦ N (Figure 3C). The PC of
this EOF is associated with higher frequency variability and most
strongly correlates with the PNA (r=0.52) (Leathers et al., 1991)
(Figure 3D). When taken together, these two EOFs illustrate how
terrestrial productivity along the west coast is predominated by
a dipole that displays both low frequency variability associated
with the oceanic mode of the PDO (EOF 1) and higher frequency
variability associated with the atmospheric mode of the PNA
(EOF 2). The dipole largely reflects modulations between a more
meridional or zonal wintertime westerly storm track such that
storms can retain a zonal trajectory and strike the California coast
or follow a meridional pattern due to high pressure blocking
cells that results in precipitation delivered preferentially to British
Columbia and Alaska (Salathé, 2006).

The EOF analysis of chlorophyll is also characterized by two
dominant modes of variability that similarly explain 33 and
25% of the variance. With both modes, the dominant loading
centers occur along the coastlines where the majority of variance
occurs. The first of the EOF patterns is characterized by a strong
dipole with negative loadings along the central and southern
California coastline and south of the Aleutian Islands. This
mode is associated with positive anomalies that span the coast
of northern California, Oregon, British Columbia and through
to southern Alaska (Figure 4A). The PC of this EOF strongly
correlates with ENSO (r = 0.85) (Figure 4B). The influence of
ENSO on coastal chlorophyll is through the combined effects of
changes in the tropical Pacific thermocline that migrate poleward
and changes in coastal winds associated with the establishment
and strength of atmospheric blocking cells in the North Pacific
(Jacox et al., 2015). The second EOF of chlorophyll is associated
with a widespread but diffuse negative loading along the entire
coastline with isolated positive loading anomalies along the
Northern California andOregon coastlines andVancouver Island
(Figure 4C). This mode is associated with more low frequency
variance and correlates most strongly with the PDO (r = 0.69)
(Figure 4D) (Chhak and Di Lorenzo, 2007).

By combining the normalized maps of SIF and chlorophyll,
a third EOF analysis was done to specifically assess whether
the basin-wide mode of productivity generates coherent loading
between adjacent coastal and terrestrial regions. The first EOF
of this field explains 33% of the variance (Figure 5A) and is
associated with a strong dipole pattern centered at ∼40◦N.
While the EOFs of individual SIF and chlorophyll fields implied
there would be shared spatial variance associated with the
PDO, this analysis provides explicit evidence of variability that
is seamless across the marine and terrestrial interface over
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Map showing the average of each year’s maximum value for Solar-Induced Fluorescence (SIF) (greens) and chlorophyll-α (purples). (B) Map showing

the average month that each grid cell reaches its peak in SIF and chlorophyll-α (as in A). The SIF data spans 2007–2017 and the chlorophyll-α data spans

2003–2017. Each dataset was gridded to a common 0.5◦ spatial resolution (Figure 1). (C) Distribution of the month of peak SIF and chlorophyll based on the data in

(B). The coastal chlorophyll data includes all grid cells contained within the dotted white line shown in (B) (as in Figure 8).

broad regions of the coastline from California to southern
Alaska. The aquatic-terrestrial synchrony exists because of the
presence of a “mirrored dipole” such that both the marine
and terrestrial systems display dipoles with similar spatial
extents and loadings in the same direction. The PC associated

with the mirrored dipole EOF is strongly correlated with
the PDO (r = 0.89) (Figure 5B). The evidence for strong
synchrony in California is consistent with previous results
from Black et al. (2018) but has been expanded here across
a larger domain. Only a single EOF is shown for the joint
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FIGURE 3 | (A,C) The first and second EOF of SIF for the region of interest. The units are dimensionless loadings with explained variances of 34 and 24%,

respectively. (B,D) The first and second annually averaged vectors of the PCs associated with the EOFs shown in above panels. The first PC vector is plotted

alongside the annually-averaged PDO index (r = 0.90) and the second PC is plotted alongside PNA (r = 0.52).

FIGURE 4 | (A,C) The first and second EOF of chlorophyll for the region of interest. The units are dimensionless loadings with explained variances of 33 and 25%,

respectively. (B,D) The first and second annually averaged vectors of the PCs associated with the EOFs shown in above panels. The first PC is plotted alongside the

annually-averaged ENSO index (r = 0.89) and the second PC is plotted alongside PDO as in Figure 2 (r = 0.69).
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marine/terrestrial field because all subsequent modes had limited
explanatory power.

3.3. Case Studies of 2009, 2012 and 2015
To complement the EOF analyses, a specific assessment of
the absolute chlorophyll and SIF anomalies during selected
years was conducted. The first of these years, 2015, was
chosen as one where SIF (Figure 3), chlorophyll (Figure 4)
and the joint SIF/chlorophyll (Figure 5) EOF analyses all
indicated a strong north-south dipole pattern. The pattern of
SIF and chlorophyll anomalies during 2015 (Figure 6A), were

FIGURE 5 | (A) The first EOF of the merged normalized SIF and chlorophyll

maps for the region of interest. The units are dimensionless loadings with an

explained variance of 33%. The dark contour (dotted and continuous) are used

to highlight particular areas of synchrony and asynchrony, respectively. (B) The

first annually-averaged PC vector associated with the EOF shown in above

panel. The PC timeseries is plotted alongside the annually-averaged PDO

index (r = 0.89).

characterized by significant negative anomalies in productivity
along the California coastline and positive anomalies across
much of coastal British Columbia and southern Alaska. The
dipole pattern in both terrestrial and marine productivity thus
produce widespread synchrony. It is noted, however, that further
north into Alaska the synchrony breaks down such that the
terrestrial ecosystems were associated with positive anomalies
and the ocean with negative anomalies. In contrast to 2015, 2012
was a year that was associated with a negative loading in the PC
score of the joint SIF/Chlorophyll EOF (Figure 5). Indeed, unlike
2015, 2012 was not associated with a chlorophyll dipole but
rather a widespread negative loading across the coastline from
California through to southern Alaska. This pattern was largely
mirrored on land with relatively low SIF values across the region.
Like 2015, 2012 was thus also associated with synchronous
behavior but with a pattern distinct from the familiar dipole. The
last year considered was 2009, which was chosen as a contrasting
example, where the first PC of chlorophyll indicated a strongly
positive anomaly whereas the first PC of SIF indicated a weak
or inverted anomaly pattern. Indeed, 2009 was associated with
strongly opposing anomalies between productivity in the land
and sea across much of the California coastline and northward
to southern Alaska (Figure 6B). The conditions during 2009
represent the only year in the timeseries with significantly
asynchronous behavior.

To explain the distinct pattern between years, we begin
with an analysis of the annually averaged climate modes for
these years. 2015 was associated with both strong ENSO and
PDO anomalies, with the former driving the dipole pattern in
chlorophyll and the latter the dipole pattern in SIF (Fisher et al.,
2015; Lindegren et al., 2018) (Figures 3, 4). In contrast, 2009
was associated with a negative PDO and positive ENSO, such
that the terrestrial dipole was inverted relative to 2015 and the
chlorophyll dipole remained the same. The effect was strong
terrestrial-marine asynchrony during this year. The comparison
between these years suggests that when ENSO and PDO are in
phase, synchrony emerges and when the two are out of phase
asynchrony emerges. However, the year of 2012 challenges this
simple depiction as this year had similar annual averages for both
ENSO and the PDO as 2009 yet also exhibited synchrony. It is
likely that the difference between 2009 and 2012 emerged because
of subseasonal variations in ENSO and the PDO. Specifically, in
2009 ENSO began negative but transitioned to a positive state.

FIGURE 6 | Maps showing the annually-averaged anomalies in SIF and chlorophyll during the 2015 (A), 2012 (B), and 2009 (C) calendar years.
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FIGURE 7 | (A) The difference in SLP and 10 m wind fields for DJF between 2015 and 2009. Units for SLP are Pa and the wind vectors are plotted with reference to 6

m s−1 vector shown in the top left. (B) The 2 m air temperature and 10 m wind fields for AMJ between 2015 and 2009. Units for temperature are K and the wind

vectors are plotted with reference to 6 m s−1 vector shown in the top left. All data were extracted from the MERRA reanalysis database (Rienecker et al., 2011).

In contrast, 2012 ENSO and PDO were persistently out of phase
throughout the year.

To further explore the mechanisms associated with synchrony
(2015) or asynchrony (2009), a comparison between the climate
conditions of these two contrasting years was conducted.
During the winter, 2015 had a significantly stronger and
southerly displaced Aleutian Low relative to 2009. This led to
enhanced southerly winds during the winter months (Wise,
2016) (Figure 7A). The wintertime atmospheric conditions may
have preconditioned growing season productivity anomalies
through changes in snowpack and soil moisture. Specifically,
this atmospheric pattern would have lead to storm tracks
focused along the British Columbian coastline and southern
Alaska (Ropelewski and Halpert, 1986; McCabe et al., 2004).
It is also notable that 2015 was associated with anomalously
warm (cool) conditions in the spring and early summer in the
northern (southern) regions of the domain along with anomalous
northerly winds across the coastlines north of California (Smith
and Sardeshmukh, 2000) (Figure 7B). These patterns would have
contributed to an earlier onset of spring in the north and the
positive anomalies in SIF (McCabe et al., 2012). The coastal
wind field anomalies along the British Columbian and southern
Alaskan coastlines would also have lead to increased upwelling
or reduced downwelling and contributed to the observed positive
chlorophyll anomalies. The comparison between 2009 and 2015
reveals effects during both winter and summer months and
highlights why the use of annual averages for the climate modes
produced the strongest correlations with the EOF patterns.

3.4. Spatial Analysis of Synchrony From
Regression Analysis
Figure 8 shows the correlation coefficient between adjacent
marine and terrestrial domains along the entire coastline.

The results show that along ∼40% of the coastline there is
a statistically significant interannual correlation between SIF
and chlorophyll. The correlation is strongest at the Southern
California Bight, along the Oregon and Vancouver Island
coastlines and along the southern Alaskan coast (Figure 8A).
While there are a few regions of the coast where the correlation
is negative (i.e., asynchrony), the principal pattern is one of
synchrony. This shows that in spite of the complexities of
the spatiotemporal aspects of synchrony, as described in the
previous analyses, coastal regions broadly exhibit terrestrial-
marine synchrony. Alongside the correlation map, is a separate
analysis showing the lag between when terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems experience their respective peaks in productivity
(Figure 8B). A comparison between these maps shows that
synchrony, or lack thereof, is not tied in any systematic way to
local differences between terrestrial and marine seasonality. This
can be explained by the fact that the processes driving annual
variations in productivity, whether it be marine or terrestrial,
persist for multiple months.

4. DISCUSSION

The analyses presented here were designed to test whether
synchrony between terrestrial and marine ecosystems is a
fundamental characteristic of the North Pacific. Previous work
along the California coastline established the presence of
regional-scale coherence that manifested at the scale of species
(Black et al., 2018). This previous work hypothesized that
the mechanism linking ecosystems across the coastal interface
was atmospheric circulation anomalies that simultaneously
influenced upwelling through altered wind fields and rainfall
through variations in the storm track. However, across 1000’s
of km of coastline the large scale coupling associated with
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FIGURE 8 | (A) Map showing the correlation coefficient between adjacent (± 300 km as contained by the dotted lines) swaths of land (SIF) and sea (chlorophyll).

Points are only plotted where the p-value of the correlation is <0.1. (B) The lag between when adjacent land and sea regions reach their peak in productivity with units

of month. The scale of regions used in the calculation are identical to those used in (A). The calculation of when the peak in productivity occurred is as shown

in Figure 2.

atmospheric modes could be strengthened or weakened through
myriad secondary mechanisms operating at the local scale. These
could include the influence of SSTs on the development of
marine fog, the effect of SSTs on convective storm development
and atmospheric humidity and changes in runoff that influence
marine productivity through nutrient availability (Persson et al.,
2005; Warrick et al., 2005; Johnstone and Dawson, 2010).
In considering the diverse ways that marine and terrestrial
ecosystems could become coupled through climate variability, it
is feasible that the synchrony previously observed at the regional
scale may only emerge under a specific set of conditions.

As illustrated by the EOF analyses of SIF and chlorophyll
(Figures 3, 4), productivity is characterized in both the marine
and terrestrial ecosystems by north-south dipole modes that
correlate strongly with known ocean-atmosphere indices (Hare
and Mantua, 2000; Di Lorenzo et al., 2008). ENSO is the
dominant driver for the chlorophyll variability with strong
localized and opposing loading centers that reflect the response
of upwelling to wind and thermocline anomalies (Karl et al.,
1995; Jacox et al., 2015; García-Reyes et al., 2018). Surprisingly,
the EOF analysis of SIF did not indicate any strong impact of
ENSO on the dominant spatiotemporal patterns in terrestrial
ecosystems (Cayan et al., 1999; McCabe et al., 2012). It
may be that because the effects of ENSO are strongest in
the semi-arid water-limited regions in the southwestern US,
the apparent effect of ENSO was minimized by including
northern latitudes in the analysis. Instead, the results showed
that terrestrial productivity was predominately driven by lower
frequency (multi-annual) variability, which is in phase with
the PDO (MacDonald and Case, 2005; Fang et al., 2018). The
dominant influence of PDO on the spatiotemporal pattern
reflects not only precipitation changes associated with this
oceanic mode of variability but also through its effects on surface
temperatures in coastal British Columbia and southern Alaska
(Steinman et al., 2014).

Despite the fact that the leading terrestrial and marine EOFs
were correlated with different ocean-atmospheric modes, the

combined EOF analysis showed strong evidence that the PDO
can generate a mirrored dipole pattern with coherent terrestrial
and marine anomalies that span 1000’s of km of the North Pacific
coastline (Figure 5). That said, regions of isolated asynchrony
associated with this dominant mode of variability were present
along the Washington coastline and off the Aleutian Islands.
The isolated areas of asynchrony highlight where local processes
acting on either the marine or terrestrial systems may disrupt
the joint sensitivity of terrestrial and marine ecosystems to
ocean-atmosphere variability.When considering this result along
with the regression analysis presented in Figure 8, it can be
concluded that synchrony is a widespread phenomenon along
the eastern margin of the North Pacific. This is apparently
the case even when distinct ENSO and PDO states prevail as
illustrated by synchrony during 2012 and 2015 despite differences
in ENSO and PDO states. One potential factor considered here
to explain the spatial pattern of synchrony was the seasonal
phasing between adjacent terrestrial and marine systems. It was
presumed a priori that in areas where the seasonal cycles of
land and sea productivity were in phase, there would be greater
synchrony. However, there was limited evidence to suggest
this was the case (Figure 8), implying that synchrony does not
generally emerge in this region from the immediate responses
to specific synoptic events such as a heatwave or flood states
(Ruthrof et al., 2018). Instead, the results suggest that synchrony
reflects more slowly evolving responses to preceding wintertime
atmospheric circulation patterns and springtime temperatures.
The consequence is that even in areas where the terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems lag one another by 3–4 months, there may
still be interannual coherence.

The examples of 2009 and 2015 highlight how ENSO and
PDO modes can modulate the strength of synchrony. Although
the analysis is based on only a short timeseries, the results
suggest that simultaneously positive ENSO and PDO modes
drive synchrony (2015) while positive ENSO and negative
PDO lead to asynchrony (2009). The analysis relied on annual
averages of these two modes, which is in contrast to previous
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studies that tended to focus on wintertime values when these
patterns manifest most strongly. Future studies would benefit
from exploring in more detail how specific seasonal patterns
might strengthen or disrupt synchrony. Nonetheless, to the
extent that PDO and ENSO can become phase locked for
multiple years (or longer) (Newman et al., 2003), synchrony
would be the dominant pattern over longer time periods.
This is relevant in considering proxy records where it can be
expected that the correlation between proxies for land and sea
productivity (such as tree growth and δ

13C of foraminifera)
would predominantly reflect variations in the PDO or a
similar mode of variability. The exact physical mechanism
that drives synchrony during positive PDO and ENSO cannot
be ascertained without further modeling but the analysis of
climate conditions during opposing years suggests it emerges
from a combination of: (1) a strong Aleutian Low that drives
anomalous wintertime southerly winds, (2) a dipole in spring
temperature anomalies over land that impact growing season
length and (3) anomalous northerly coastal wind fields that
influence coastal upwelling or downwelling. A longer timeseries
that includes additional examples of joint ENSO and PDO
anomalies, including ones with specific seasonal manifestations,
would help to further shed light on the dynamics that underlie
the synchrony.

The broader motivation in quantifying synchrony was
to assess whether coupling between terrestrial and marine
productivity would amplify the sensitivity of the global carbon
cycle to interannual climate variability. Existing data suggest
that the strength of the ocean and terrestrial carbon sinks
are important sources of interannual variability of the carbon
budget (Ballantyne et al., 2012). Despite the extensive work
done on this topic, few studies have addressed whether the
terrestrial and marine carbon sinks become synchronized in
response to ocean-atmosphere climate modes. The results from
this study show that the terrestrial and marine carbon sinks
in the western US are highly responsive to climate variability,
which is consistent with previous assessments on the role of semi-
arid and mid-latitude ecosystems on interannual variability of
the global carbon cycle (Poulter et al., 2014; Ahlström et al.,
2015; Berkelhammer et al., 2017). However, both terrestrial
and aquatic systems respond to interannual modes with a
north-south dipole such that the total regional carbon sink
(i.e., integrated anomalies across the domain) is not likely to
show significant interannual changes. However, there will be
latitudinal shifts in where primary productivity is highest and
also locations such as the California and British Columbian
coasts that are associated with locally enhanced (or diminished)
carbon sinks that result from the mirrored terrestrial and
marine dipole.

An important caveat to this study is that while chlorophyll
and SIF provide indicators of changes in productivity, they do
not provide constraints on the net ecosystem exchange of carbon
(i.e., respiration-photosynthesis). This is specifically an issue
with chlorophyll, which is an indicator of biomass concentration
but not directly for primary productivity. Further, the marine

flux of carbon is tightly controlled by physical processes, which
may be more important to air-sea exchange of carbon than
primary productivity (Eddebbar et al., 2017). To fully assess
whether terrestrial and marine synchrony influences regional
carbon budgets, a more holistic approach is needed that considers
both the physical aspects of air-sea exchange of carbon and how
terrestrial respiration is also responding to climate variability (Li
et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017). Ultimately, whether terrestrial and
marine synchrony play an important role in interannual carbon
budgets will depend on whether the behavior observed here in
the North Pacific is common elsewhere. Future studies on this
topic might find additionally strong examples of synchrony in
regions such as southern South America and the high Arctic
where the seasonality of terrestrial and aquatic productivity are
in phase with one another (not shown). The data are available to
test this and as new satellite platforms generate data with higher
spatial resolution and accuracy, a better understanding of the
importance of these linkages will be possible.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This study set out to test whether the productivity of terrestrial
and marine ecosystems in the North Pacific display synchronous
responses to climate variability. Previous work had addressed this
topic in the context of trophic dynamics but we consider here
whether this synchrony may enhance the response of regional
carbon cycle dynamics to climate variability. The results show
that over 1,000’s of km of the North Pacific coastline, there is a
common temporal response between the productivity of adjacent
terrestrial and marine ecosystems. While there are exceptions
to this behavior, the results suggest that the effects of ocean-
atmosphere variability on wind fields, rainfall and temperature
have a tendency to produce common or synchronous responses
across the coastal interface. The synchrony appears most
pronounced in response to the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)
though this is apparently modulated by the state of ENSO, such
that if ENSO and the PDO oppose one another so too does the
strength of coupling between terrestrial and marine productivity.
The results ultimately suggest there is not likely to be a significant
region-wide response of the carbon cycle to this synchrony
because the modes of variability are predominated by opposing
north-south anomalies such that there are rarely examples of
basin-scale productivity anomalies as in 2012. However, there
may be local regions such as the California coastline where the
synchrony is strong enough to influence the regional carbon sink.
Future studies using Earth System Models that include both the
terrestrial and marine carbon cycles could be used to explore
the dynamics that give rise to the regions of highly synchronous
behavior particularly in the context of canonical ENSO and PDO
climate variability.
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